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Abstract
Considered rare tumors, gangliogliomas account for 0.4% - 0.9% of intracranial neoplasms. The
peak of its incidence occurs between 10 and 20 years of age. These tumors are composed of glial
and ganglion cells and they are relatively low-grade neoplasms associated with good prognoses.
We report a case of an atypical calcified ganglioglioma in an 18-year-old woman with history of
four months of stabbing right-sided parietal headache, paroxysmal. On image studies were noted
the presence of thick wall calcification in gangliogliomas. Although rare, this atypical ganglioglioma should be included in the differential diagnosis of lesions occurring in this area of the brain.
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1. Case Report
RCGP, female, 18-year-old, with history of four months of stabbing right-sided parietal headache, paroxysmal,
was admitted in our hospital. A temporal tumor was reported since her childhood. At clinical evaluation, the patient was conscious, presenting isochoric and photoreactive pupils with right-sided temporal bone consistency
and right ocular proptosis. The normal muscle strength, the sensibility, the reflexes and the cranial pairs were
preserved.
The patient was submitted a CT of the brain and the right temporal lobe image revealed a solid expansive
process surrounded by a thick calcified capsule.

2. Discussion
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atric neoplasm of CNS. They are relatively low-grade neoplasms associated with good prognoses. The peak of
its incidence occurs between 10 and 20 years of age [1]. They can be manifested in newborns with or without
neurological alterations and are slightly more common in males. Due its slow growing, the clinical signs and
symptoms are usually of long duration such as headaches, focal seizures or, depending of its location, hypothalamic dysfunction.
The ganglioglioma is the most common tumor found in patients with chronic temporal lobe epilepsy. They
predominantly affect the cerebral hemispheres, especially the temporal lobe and can also to reach the basal ganglia, cerebellum, brainstem, spinal cord, optic nerve and pineal gland [2] [3]. They can be associated with congenital anomalies such as Down’s syndrome and agenesis of the corpus callosum. Rarely hypervascularized, the
presence of intratumoral bleeding is not common and, in the majority of the cases, the lesion is avascular [4].
According to the WHO classification, gangliogliomas are graded as Grade I or II and anaplastic gangliogliomas,
as Grade III [5] [6] [7]. The anaplastic ganglioglioma is characterized by the presence of hypercellularity areas,
vascular proliferation, necrosis and mitotic Figure 1 [8]. On CT, can be manifested as a solid (43%), cystic (5%),
or a combination of solid-cystic (52%) mass. Often, the lesions are isodense or hypodense, well-demarcated
with a minimal mass effect or surrounding edema. Peripheral location and calcification are common aspects of
the gangliogliomas [5]. The tumors can or cannot show enhancement after contrast injection. On images, the
aspect is not specific and can be classified by an astrocytoma of lower grade, oligodendroglioma. On MR, they
usually are isointense to hypointense in relation to the gray matter on T1, and mostly hyperintense on T2.
The malignant degeneration of gangliogliomas is rare (6%). However, the anaplasia of the glial component
has been reported by some authors, and may occurs no differentiation to multiform glioblastoma, that alters significantly the case evolution.
In the current case, the only sign and symptom presented by the patient was a severe right-sided parietal
headache during the past four months. Neurological and physical examinations are made and neither changes
nor any kind of base pathologies such as hypertension and diabetes were observed. Blood test and biochemical
analysis were all normal. The patient was submitted a CT of the brain without intravenous contrast (the patient
refused the injection). The image from the right temporal lobe revealed a solid expansive process surrounded by
a thick calcified capsule.
The suggested treatment for the patient was the total surgical removal of the tumor. The radiotherapy is indicated for cases of partial removal [2] [3].

Figure 1. Computed tomography without contrast injection shows a mass lesion surrounded by a thick calcified
capsule, in the right temporal lobe.
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3. Conclusion

Gangliogliomas is a rare tumor and clearly requires further studies about its origin. Image studies showing the
presence of thick wall calcification in gangliogliomas is very rare, and except the current study, no similar case
has been found in the radiological literature.
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